
Learning Saphriogestics

Teaching students the knowledge 
and abilities for jobs that don’t yet 

exist.
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Change is upon us !



Now then …

where do all the little jobs 
come from ?!

(Nearly as difficult as the thing with the 
bees and the flowers … you know!)

Kimberley Burton
Hertfordshire Life



Wait a second …

Who kills jobs that are 
past their sell-by date?

Companies over five years old are 
net-destroyers of jobs!

Discworld 
Death

Jason Wiens & Chris Jackson, Kauffman Foundation, USA



Back to Birth …

Most new jobs are 
created by companies 
less than five years old !

Established companies buy 
jobs wholesale.

Jason Wiens & Chris Jackson, Kauffman Foundation, USA

Kimberley Burton
Hertfordshire Life



We are not teaching for 
established jobs !   

We are teaching for jobs that don’t yet exist. 



We are not teaching for 
established jobs !   

Of this … I know nothing !



Live with it !

Off into the unknown !   



Well, if I do not have the 
knowledge to teach …   

… teach skills instead !



Given a barometer how do 
you establish the height of 
a tall building? 

Niels Bohr
Quantumphysicist
Physics Nobel Laureate

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/337558934539745152/


- Measure air pressure.

- Let the barometer down on a string.

- Drop it from the roof and measure time.

- Drop in from the roof, observe impact then use speed of sound.

- Walk up the stairs marking the walls in ‘barometer units’.

- On a sunny day measure the shadows.

- Swing the barometer from a piece of string and use difference in g. 

- Hand it to the janitor.

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/337558934539745152/


Physics knowledge is having 
one of these answers.

Physics skills is finding ever 
new answers



Teaching learners how to build 

the Flux Capacitor 

… without ever
having seen one.

Back to the Future
Universal Pictures



Back to the Future

… or a Teaching Renaissance



Renaissance

A holistic concept of our world 
merging arts, sciences &

philosophy
Leonardo da Vinci 
Artist, Engineer, Anatomist, Biologist, Philosopher, … 



“An expert is a person who 
has made all possible errors 
in a very narrow field”

Niels Bohr
Quantumphysicist
Physics Nobel Laureate



Let there be room for 
specialists

Practical STEM might need
more than generic skills.

Paulick Report, 2016



Implications for our teaching

If our exam can be solved by a computer 
we have no exam. 



Implications for our teaching

Let’s not teach people who know.
Let’s teach seekers !



Change is upon us !

De-Specialize

Bridge Disciplines

Leave knowledge to AI


